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Abstract 
Vogler, W., Executions: a new partial-order semantics of Petri nets, Theoretical Computer Science 
91 (1991) 205-238. 
Executions, a new partial-order semantics of P/T nets, are defined as a generalization of the 
processes of safe nets. Various relations between executions and processes are established; especially, 
it is shown that for each net N there is a safe net SN(N) such that the processes of SN(N) are 
isomorphic to the executions of N. Furthermore, executions are related to other partial-order 
semantics of nets in much the same way as processes of safe nets are. It is shown that nets are 
conflict-free (in some sense) if and only if they have just one maxima1 execution. 
1. Introduction 
In concurrent systems events may occur independently of each other. Sometimes 
this is described with arbitrary interleaving, i.e. concurrency is just described by 
including any sequentialization of independent events as an occurrence sequence of 
the system. But there is also an increasing interest in partial-order semantics, where 
the event occurrences are partially ordered such that one can directly see that some 
events are not ordered, but independent. Petri nets are a formal model of concurrent 
systems in which this semantical problem has been addressed for quite a while. 
For Petri nets several partial-order semantics have been proposed. Most notably 
there are processes (see e.g. [2]), where event occurrences and markings are con- 
sidered. We have traces (see e.g. [l] or [15]), partial words, which were introduced 
in [l l] and further discussed e.g. in [13,14], under the name of partial-order 
computations in [17] and under the name of pomsets in [16], and we have 
semiwords [20]. 
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In the case of safe nets processes are well understood. They are closely interrelated 
with traces and partial words. Also for each occurrence sequence there is a unique 
compatible process; in other words, processes define an equivalence relation on 
occurrence sequences. These results are reviewed in Section 4. 
Processes of P/T nets, as they were defined in [lo], are somewhat problematic. 
Although the actions of a P/T net are only based on the number of tokens on a place, 
i.e. tokens are not individual as in other net models, processes may distinguish 
individual tokens. Closely related is the unfortunate fact that processes, in general, do 
not have those nice properties reviewed in Section 4. In [2, Section 71 a solution was 
proposed showing how an equivalence relation on occurrence sequences can be based 
on processes, but in [25] we have argued that these equivalence classes can easily get 
so large that they do not give enough information any more. 
In this paper we present in Section 5 a different partial-order semantics of P/T nets: 
executions of Petri nets. They are defined in the same style as processes; namely, as 
homomorphisms from acyclic nets to the net in question. In Section 3 we define 
a suitable notion of homomorphism, which is a slight generalization of the notion 
of [26]. 
The basic idea of executions is to view places as shared variables; the conditions 
holding during a system run do not correspond to single tokens as in processes, but to 
a number of tokens lying on one place at some stage. Thus, we do not have individual 
tokens any more. A consequence of this view is that occurrences of transitions which 
access a common place have to be ordered. A mathematically pleasing result is that 
executions of general P/T nets define equivalence classes on the occurrence sequences 
just as processes of safe nets do. 
In Section 6 we show that for a subclass of nets, called disconnecting-free nets, 
executions can be slightly simplified. These simplified executions coincide with the 
processes in the case of safe nets, which form a subclass of disconnecting-free nets. 
Hence, executions may (to some extent) be seen as a generalization of the processes of 
safe nets.’ 
Furthermore, in Section 7 it is shown that executions can be based upon processes 
in the sense that for each PITnet N there is a safe net SN(N) such that the processes of 
SN(N) are isomorphic to the executions of N. Also, the step case graph of SN(N) is 
isomorphic to the r-step case graph of N. (An r-step is a step as it was originally 
defined in 171.) Such a representation is regarded as desirable, but has not been 
worked out clearly for processes of P/T nets [9]. This representation does not only 
explain executions of P/T nets in terms of processes of safe nets, which are better 
understood than processes in general, it also allows to show (Section 8) that execu- 
tions of P/T nets are interrelated to the other partial-order semantics in the same way 
as processes of safe nets are. Finally, in Section 9 it is shown that executions contain all 
information about conflict resolution contained in processes and, furthermore, that 
’ Ideas similar to those expressed in Sections 3. 5 and 6 have been presented at the 8th European 
Workshop on Petri Nets L24]. 
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a net is r-conflict-free if and only if there is just one maximal execution. (While the 
definition of a conflict can be based on the step notion, an r-conflict can be defined in 
the same way using r-steps.) The latter is another nice result which fails for processes 
(see PI). 
2. Preliminaries 
In general we use the terminology of [3] for Petri nets. We deal only with finite Petri 
nets (more specifically, P/T nets) without capacities, i.e. a Petri net N, also simply 
called a net, is a tuple (S,, TN, FN, W,, MN), where SN is a finite set (of places), TN is 
a finite set (of transitions) disjoint from S N, F,&S, x TNvTN x SN is the set of arcs, 
W,:S, x TNuTNxSN+NO is the arc weight with W,(x,y)#O iff (x,y)~F~, and 
M,: S,+N, is the initial marking. (FUio denotes the natural numbers including zero, 
while RJ denotes the natural numbers excluding zero.) 
We do not require SN and/or TN to be nonempty, but we assume that all nets are 
T-restricted (as in [2]), i.e. for all transitions t we have t’#g#‘t (see below for the 
definition of t’ etc.) 
Sometimes we take W, to be composed of two functions Wi , W,’ : S x T-, No with 
W; (s, t) = WN(s, t), Wi (s, t) = Wn(t, s). In other words, W& , WG are two S x T matrices 
(more formally, 1 S 1 x ( T ( matrices). Occasionally, we view transitions, places and sets 
of transitions or places as characteristic functions or column vectors. Multisets of 
places and transitions are functions into NO, just as markings are, and they are also 
sometimes viewed as column vectors. Thus, given sets X, Y of places or transitions and 
a mapping I : X-+ Y, we can view the elements of X and Y as unit vectors and I as 
a vector space homomorphism, and it is clear how 1 is applied to multisets over X. 
Furthermore, we can extend I in the usual way to sequences weX* by I(A)=& 
I(wt)= I(w)l(t) and, analogously, to sequences of multisets over X. The mapping 1 can 
also be given as an Y x X matrix. Conversely, a Y x X matrix with entries from N ,, can 
be viewed as a mapping that maps multisets over X to multisets over Y. 
We use the usual notations CM,), *X,X* for XES,UT,, and M,[f), M,[t)M2, 
M, [w), MI [w)M2 for TV TN, WE T,$. Explicitly stating, we have the following. 
For XES,UT, we have the preset and postset of x as Ox:= { YES~LJT~ ( (y,x)~F~} 
and x’:= { ygS,u TN I (x, Y)EP,}. We say that the elements of l xux* are adjacent to x. 
Let M 1, M2 : SN-’ NO be markings (i.e. arbitrary mappings). For tE TN we define that 
t is enabled under Ml, denoted by M 1 [t), if Vs~‘t: M,(s) 3 WN(s, t). We say that firing 
t under MI yields the follower marking Mz, denoted by Ml [t) M2, if Ml [t) and for 
all SES~: M,(s)=M,(s)- Wv(s,t)+ WN(t,s). We extend this to sequences WET,* by 
Ml [%), M1[A)M1, respectively, and Ml [wt), M1[wt)M2, respectively, if there is 
some marking M3 with M,[MI)M~ and M3[t), M3[t)Mz respectively. L(N)= 
{WET; 1 M,[w)} is the set of (finite) firing sequences of N. 
A step 11 is a multiset over TN, i.e. p : TN- No. For markings M 1, M2 we define: p is 
enabled under MI, denoted by M 1 [p), if VSES N : M 1 (4 2 C fE T, At) J+‘ds, Q. We also 
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say that the transitions contained in p are concurrently enabled with the multiplicities 
given by p. We say that firing p under Ml yields the follower marking M2, denoted by 
MI C~L)MZ, if M,[p) and for all SES~: M,(~)=M,(~)-C,,T,~(~)WN(~,~)+ 
CtCrV p(t) WN(t, s). Again we extend these notions to sequences of steps. SL(N)= { < 
a step sequence over TN ( MN[t)) is the set of (finite) step sequences of N. We view 
firing sequences as special step sequences. 
Let the set of reachable markings be [MN):= {M, :SN+NO 13w~T,*: MN[w)M1}. 
A net is safe if for all reachable markings M and places s we have M(s)< 1. A net is 
bounded if there is some k~fU, such that for all reachable markings M and places s we 
have M(s) d k. 
The case graph of a net N has vertices the reachable markings of N and edges 
(M, t, M’) from M to M’ labelled t if t is a transition with M [t) M’. The step case graph 
of a net N has vertices the reachable markings of N and edges (M, p, M’) from M to M’ 
labelled ,D if ,U is a step with M[p)M’. 
If elements x, y of a partial order are incomparable, we also call them concurrent, 
denoted by x coy. 
In general, we will not distinguish a graph-theoretic object (like a Petri net or 
a labelled partial order represented by a Hasse diagram) and its isomorphism class. 
Example. Figure 1 shows a net N with two transitions. We have *a= ‘b = {sl }, 
a*= {s2} and b’={s,}. Thus, N is really T-restricted. Both a and b are initially 
enabled, and also the steps a + b and 2a can be fired. (Take a and b as vectors, then 
a + b is the vector that corresponds to the characteristic function of the set {a, b}, while 
2u is the step consisting of 2 u’s.) The reachable markings are the markings M with 
M(s,)+ M(s,)+2M(s3)=3. Furthermore, we have 
3. Homomorphisms 
Analogous to the notion of a process we will define an execution of a Petri net N as 
an execution net K together with a net homomorphism 1: K --+N. In order to do this, 
we have to generalize the notion of a net homomorphism first. More precisely, we 
Fig. I 
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slightly generalize the notion of Winskel [26]. This notion does not coincide with the 
traditional one [7] (which is purely graph-theoretically based), but in the area of 
processes it does (more or less), and it is more useful here. 
Net homomorphisms are multi-relations between transitions and transitions, places 
and places, respectively. As explained in the introduction, the basic conditions that 
may hold during an execution will be the markings of single places; thus, one 
condition will correspond to a place with a multiplicity, so that we really need 
multi-relations. 
Let us remark that we do not claim that the following definition is the ultimate 
answer to the question what a net homomorphism is. But we do claim that what we 
define here really are homomorphisms. This claim is substantiated by Proposition 3.3 
and Theorem 3.4. 
Definition 3.1. Let N =(S, T, F, W, M), N’=(S’, T’, F’, W’, M’) be Petri nets. Then 
a homomorphism cp :N + N’ is a pair (a, r), where CJ is an S’ x S matrix, t a T’ x T matrix 
with entries from No such that 
(i) f_7 W- 3 W’ - Z, 
(ii) a(W+- W-)=(W’+- W’-)z, 
(iii) oM = M’. 
For a step ,U of N, seen as a column vector, rp is its image, a step of N’. w’- p 
describes how many tokens from which places are needed to enable p; hence, (i) means 
that if p is enabled under some marking then T,U is enabled under the image marking. 
(ii) says that the net effects of ,U and tp correspond, (iii) that the initial marking of 
N (seen as a column vector) is mapped onto the initial marking of N’. 
We also view c and T as vector space homomorphisms. It is also possible to view 
(0, z) as a single mapping that maps a multiset M of places to aM and a multiset p of 
transitions to ‘tp. Conversely, a linear mapping that maps markings of N to markings 
of N’ and steps of N to steps of N’ may be viewed as a homomorphism (if the 
conditions of 3.1 are fulfilled). 
If we replace the inequality in (i) by an equality, then we get exactly the definition of 
Winskel. His notion would be too restrictive for our purpose (see the example given in 
Section 5; see also Proposition 3.5 below). 
Example. In Fig. 2 we have nets N and N’, where the transition and places of N are 
labelled with their images under a homomorphism. One token of the initial marking 
of N corresponds to two tokens on si, the other to the third token on si. The 
transition corresponds to the step a + b. The firing of the transition needs both tokens, 
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Fig. 2. 
which correspond to all three tokens on si, whereas a + b needs only two tokens. This 
is admissible since we have an inequality in (i). In numbers: 
The net effect of the transition corresponds to that of N + b. 
Definition 3.2. For homomorphisms cp :N +N’, cp’: N’+N”, q=(a,s), cp’=(a’,~‘), we 
define their composition cp’ 0 cp as (0’. o, T’. 7). 
Proposition 3.3. (i) For each Petri net N (id, id) is u homomorphism.flom N to N and it 
is neutrul with respect to I,. 
(ii) With cp, cp’ as uboue cp’ 0 cp is u homomorphism ,from N to N ‘I. 
Proof. Obvious. 0 
Remark. Proposition 3.3 says that Petri nets with these homomorphisms form 
a category. 
Theorem 3.4. Let cp : N+ N’ be a homomorphism as abol;e, pI.. .p,,, a step sequence with 
M[pI...pn)MI. Then bf'[7p,...rp,,)aM,. 
Proof. By induction on II, the case II =0 is obvious. Assume that 
M[pl...p,,)Mz[pn+l)M1 and M'[7,ul...7pL,)~M2. Now p,,+i is enabled under 
M, or, equivalently, W-p,,, GM,; hence, W’-7~u,+,daW-~u,+I <oM2, i.e. rp,,+i 
is enabled under aM2 with the follower marking cM2 +( W’+ - W’-)zp,,+, = aM, + 
o(W’ -W-)p,+,=a(Mz+(W+-W-)p,,+l)=~M~. n 
This result shows that homomorphisms as defined here respect the behaviour of 
Petri nets with respect to both the step sequences and the markings reached. This 
really qualifies them as homomorphisms of Petri nets. Note that if we are only 
interested in the step sequences but not in the reachable markings, we can further 
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relax the homomorphism notion by replacing the equalities in Definition 3.1 parts (ii) 
and (iii) by less-or-equal relations. 
With our homomorphism notion we also get the following relation between the step 
case graph, the case graph and a net. Note that this relation cannot be established 
when using the homomorphism notion of [26]. For the following result we have to 
interpret the case graph and the step case graph as nets: A vertex is regarded as place, 
an edge (M, t, M’) or (M,,u, M’) as a transition with preset (M} and postset JM’}, all 
arc weights are 1 and initially only MN is marked carrying one token. As we deal only 
with finite nets we have to restrict the following result to bounded nets since they have 
finite case and step case graphs. 
Proposition 3.5. Let N be a bounded net. Then there are homomorphisms from the case 
graph and the step case graph of N interpreted as nets to N. 
Proof. By definition of the case graph and the step case graph seen as nets their places 
correspond to markings of N, their transitions to transitions or steps of N and these 
mappings are easily checked to give homomorphisms as required. q 
4. A comparison of several semantics of Petri nets 
In this section we review several partial-order semantics of nets, namely, processes, 
traces and partial words, and the results that show how nicely they are interrelated 
with each other and with transition and step sequences if we restrict ourselves to safe 
nets. For these and similar results see e.g. [lo, 2, 13, IS]. 
Usually, processes are defined using occurrence nets, which have no marking; 
therefore, one has to work with an extra class of nets. We find it more convenient to 
work with Petri nets only. Therefore, instead of occurrence nets we will use execution 
nets, which are formally different, but essentially the same in our context. Execution 
nets can be used (in more than one way) to describe runs of nets. Especially, they 
induce partial orders and, thus, they are useful for defining partial-order semantics 
of nets. 
Definition 4.1. A Petri net K =(S, T, F, W, M) is an execution net if the following hold: 
(i) For all places s~S Is.1 d 1 and (*sI 4 1; 
(ii) Ff, the transitive closure of F, is irreflexive; 
(iii) For all X, y W(x, ~)E(O, 11. 
(iv) For all places SES M(s)= 1 if ‘S =#, and M(s)=0 otherwise. 
Condition (ii) implies that (Su T, F) is an acyclic graph, and F+ is a partial order on 
SuT which we denote by cK or <. Min(K), the minimal elements with respect to <, 
are just the marked places of K. (Remember that all nets are T-restricted.) 
The following definitions are basic in order to relate various partial-order semantics 
to the firing and step sequence semantics. 
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Definition 4.2. Let (A, <) be a finite partial order. Then a,. . .a, is a linearization of 
(A, <), if A={a,, , a,} and ui < aj implies i<j for i, j@l, . . . , n}. Similarly, a step 
linearization of (A, <) is a sequence pL1.. p,,, such that A = uipi and for all i, 
j~(l, . . ..m}. QEP~, ajepj we have that ai<aj implies i<j. 
In this definition we can view a,. . .a, as a total order containing (A, <) and pl.. .p,,, 
as a partial order with transitive co-relation containing (A, <). 
Definition 4.3. Let K be an execution net. A cut is a maximal subset of T,vSK with 
pairwise concurrent elements. A slice is a cut consisting of places only. 
The next proposition shows that we can obtain the firing and step sequences of an 
execution net from purely order-theoretic considerations. 
Proposition 4.4. Let K be an execution net. Then L(K) is the set of prejixes of 
lineurizations of (TK, <). SL(K) is the set of prefixes of step lineurizutions of (TK, <). 
[MK) is the set of slices of K. For a step sequence 11,. . .pk the marking reached by this 
step sequence is the slice Min{sESKJViE{l,...,k}, tspi: s>t}. 
Note that we need K to be T-restricted in order to conclude that each reachable 
marking is a slice. 
Definition 4.5. Let N=(S, T, F, W, M) be a Petri net, K =(SK, TK, FI(, W,, MK), an 
execution net and 1: S,v T,+Sv T, a labelling of K. Then 7~ = (K, 1) is called a process 
of N if 
(i) l(S,)cS and l(TK)c T, 
(ii) VteT, VIES W(s,l(t))=jl-‘(s)n’tl and W(l(t),s)=Il-‘(s)nt’I, 
(iii) VSGS M(s)=\!_-‘(s)nMin(K)l. 
Example. Figure 3 shows a net N and two of its processes. Each process shows the 
causality of one run of the net, e.g. the process 71 shows that the firing of c was caused 
by the firing of a, while the firings of c and d were causally unrelated. 
Proposition 4.6. Let (K, 1) be a process of N. Then 1: K +N is a homomorphism. (More 
formally, the homomorphism is (1 IsK, I ( T,).) 
Proposition 4.6 shows that the process semantics and the homomorphisms defined 
in Section 3 are interrelated. Next we will establish a connection between the process 
semantics, firing sequences and step sequences. This connection can be based on 
order-theoretic notions. 
Definition 4.7. Let 7~=(K,l) be a process. Then Step(n)={1 (pI)...l(p,)l ,ul...p,, 
ESL(K) and TK=uipi} is the set of step sequences compatible with 71 and 





Lin(7r)=(l(tl)...l(tn)Jt l...t,~L(K) and TK = (tt , . . . , t,,} > is the set of transition sequen- 
ces compatible with 71. 
Theorem 4.8. (i) Zf n=(K, /) is a process of a net N, then Lin(n)cL(N) and 
Step(n)cSL(N). The slices of K are mapped to reachable markings of N by 1. 
(ii) For each transition sequence WEL(N) of a net N and each step sequence 
SESL(N) there are processes n,n’ of N with wELin(n) and tEStep(n’). For each 
reachable marking M of N there is a process (K, 1) such that a slice of K is mapped to 
M by 1. 
(iii) If N is a safe net, then for each WEL(N) there is a unique process n of N with 
weLin(n) and for each SEX(N) there is a unique process n of N with tEStep(n). 
The first part of this theorem follows from Theorem 3.4 and Proposition 4.6. The 
last part says that for safe nets processes induce equivalence classes of transition and 
step sequences. As we can see from the example above, this is not true in general: both 
processes depicted in Fig. 2 are compatible with abed. The notation Lin, of course, 
stands for linearization, and the justification for this will be spelled out in the next 
corollary. We need two definitions first. 
Definition 4.9. Let (A, <, I) be a lubelled partial order, i.e. (A, <) is a finite partial order 
and 1: A-C is some labelling. Then I(ai)...l(a,,) is a linearization of (A, <,I), if a,...~,, 
is a linearization of (A, <). The set of linearizations is denoted by Lin(A, <,I). 
Similarly, Step(A, <,I)= {l(~~)...l(/l,)l pu,.../c, is a step linearization of (A, <)I. 
We have given two meanings to the notations Step and Lin, but we will see that they 
are closely related and, thus, confusion is unlikely. 
Definition 4.10. Let n= (K, I) be a process. Restricting 1 and cK to TK we get a labelled 
partial order eo(rc)=(T,, cg, I), called the event structure of 7~. 
Corollary 4.11. Let 7-r be u process. Then Lin(x)= Lin(eo(z)) und Step(x)=Step(eu(z)). 
This corollary to Proposition 4.4 says that from a process 7c = (K, 1) we can read off 
the compatible firing sequences easily not only as images of firing sequences of K but 
also by purely order-theoretic considerations (and the same holds for step sequences). 
While processes are the most prominent partial-order semantics of nets, traces get 
an increasing attention, see e.g. [l, 151. Traces are a concept for the behaviour 
description of concurrent systems which is not restricted to nets, see e.g. [ 19, 121. In 
Petri net theory they are usually defined for C/E systems or elementary net systems 
(see [22] for a definition of these), but it does not really make a difference if we define 
them for safe nets, which differ from elementary net systems in the treatment of loops 
only. 
Definition 4.12. A concurrent alphabet is a pair (X,D), where X is a set and D 
a reflexive symmetric relation on X, called the dependencql relation. Elements x,p of 
X are called dependent if (x, ~)ED. Define a relation - onX*byv-lcifu=u,xyz?,and 
11’ = 1’1 L’Xl’2 and (x,y)#D. Let = be the reflexive and transitive closure of -. A truce 
over (X, D) is an equivalence class [w] of =. 
The motivation for traces is that in the case of concurrent systems events may 
happen independently, and an observation, i.e. some WEX*, is only reliable up to the 
interchanging of independent events. One could also argue that for a run of a concur- 
rent system we can only have local observations where the events contained in the 
same local observation are pairwise dependent. Now if we collect all local obser- 
vations and try to reconstruct the system run then the set of possible sequences just 
forms a trace (see [IS] for details). 
The following definition relates trace theory to Petri nets. 
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Definition 4.13. Let N be a safe net. Then the concurrent alphabet of N is (T,,D), 
where (tl,tz)gD if (‘t,~t~‘)n(‘t~ut,‘)#pr. The set of truces of N is 
o(N)= {[WI I we-W)). 
Traces and processes of safe nets are closely related as is shown by the following 
theorem [2, Theorem 7.151. 
Theorem 4.14. Let N be a safe net, WEL(N), and 71 be the process compatible with w. 
Then Lin(z) = [w]. 
Such a result cannot be obtained for Petri nets in general: For the processes shown 
in Fig. 3 we have that abcdELin(z)nLin(z’), but adbcELin(n’)\Lin(71) and 
bdacELin(n)\Lin(n’). Thus, the sets Lin(n) with 71 a process of N do not induce an 
equivalence relation on the set of firing sequences of N. 
We can also associate a labelled partial order with a trace and compare traces and 
processes on this level. 
Definition 4.15. Let (X,D) be a concurrent alphabet, WEX*. The dependency graph of 
[w] has vertex set {(x, i) I x appears at least i times in w}, edge set {(x, i)(y,j) ) the ith 
appearance of x in w is before the jth appearance of y and (x, Y)ED} and labelling 
function 1 with I(x, i) = x. 
Lemma 4.16. The dependency graph of [w] is well-dejned, i.e. independent of the 
representative w, and acyclic. 
Definition 4.17. The event structure ev([w]) of a trace is labelled partial order 
associated to the acyclic dependency graph of [w]. 
Theorem 4.18. Let N be a safe net, WGL(N), and 71 be the process compatible with w. 
Then ev(z) = ev( [w]). 
Remark. For elementary net systems this theorem is shown in [lS]. This slight 
generalization is an easy variation. 
We have seen how useful labelled partial orders are for net semantics. Under the 
name partial words, they were directly introduced by Grabowski [ 1 l] who developed 
a detailed calculus. In our context we are mostly interested in partial words where 
equally labelled elements are always comparable. These are called semiwords in [20]. 
Definition 4.19. Let (A, <) be a partial order. A subset A’ of A is left-closed if for all 
UEA’ and b <a we have bEA’. If we restrict < and 1 to a left-closed subset A’ we get 
a prejx (A’, <, 1) of a labelled partial order (A, <, 1). 
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Definition 4.20. Let N be a net. A partial word of N is a labelled partial order (A, <, 1) 
with 1: A-+T such that for all prefixes (A’, <,I) and SES 
C=Min(A\A’, <I/j A,,ll,,j A,). 
The set of partial words of N is denoted by PL(N). A partial word (A, <, 1) is strong if 
there is no partial word (A, <‘. 1) with <’ 5 <. The set of strong partial words is 
denoted by sPL(N). 
Intuitively, we have in the above situation that C by definition represents unordered 
transition occurrences; the formula means that if I(A’) - lying before C - has occurred, 
then all the transitions of C can occur simultaneously; thus, they do not have to be 
ordered. In other words, I(C) is a step after the occurrence of /(A’). Therefore, we have 
the following result. 
Theorem 4.21. Let N be u net and pgPL(N). Then Lin(p)EL(N)cPL(N). 
Proof (sketch). The first inclusion follows by induction on the size of the set under- 
lying p, and also by the fact that in Definition 4.20, with C every subset of C is en- 
abled under the appropriate marking. The second inclusion is immediate from the 
definition. 0 
Besides a calculus of partial words, we have the following result (see [ 13]), which in 
the case of safe nets relates partial words to processes and, thus, to traces by Theorem 
4.18. Again for Petri nets in general this result fails; see also [14]. 
Theorem 4.22. Let N be a safe net. Then sPL(N)= {eu(rc)) 7-r is a process of N}. 
In this section we have seen how nicely various semantics of safe nets are related. 
One aim of this paper is to show that we get the same picture if we generalize these 
semantics in an unorthodox way. Especially, we must not take the processes of general 
Petri nets that we have defined above, but we have to take executions, which we will 
define in the next section. 
5. Executions 
Processes were originally designed for C/E systems and generalized to P/T systems 
in [lo]. The definition which we have given above is somewhat problematic. Tokens 
residing on the same place at “the same time” should not be distinguished since they 
are simply counted in a P/T system, but they may be distinguished in a process. In the 
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example of Fig. 3 we had two processes, both compatible with abed. They are distinct 
since they show whether d takes the token produced by a or the token produced by b; 
thus, these tokens are individual, which they should not be in a P/T net. Hence, if we 
do not want to have token individualities, we should not have equally labelled 
concurrent places. 
The sequence abed can be interpreted as an observation of a system run described 
by the process 7c in Fig. 3. Observing abed we also observe how the token number on 
sq changes from 0 to 1 to 2 to 1. Another linearization of rt is bdac, but observing bdac 
we also observe how the token number on sq changes from 0 to 1 to 0 to 1. This cannot 
be an observation of the same system run if we cannot distinguish tokens on the 
same place but can only count them. Consequently, the basic condition holdings 
should be a number of tokens together with the place they are lying on at some 
stage. 
Closely related is the problem that a firing sequence is, in general, not compatible 
with a unique process; in other words, the sets &n(n) are not a partition of L(N) any 
more - they overlap. This problem is discussed e.g. in [2, Section 71. The solution of 
[2] works by merging overlapping sets Lin(rc) until we get a partition again, and in 
[25] it is argued that in fact the new equivalence classes might easily get so large that 
they do not give enough information any more to specify one run of the system. Our 
solution turns the other way and makes the sets Lin(n) smaller. 
In what follows we give a different generalization of processes of C/E systems to 
a partial-order semantics of general Petri nets. We call this new description of one 
system run an execution. The basic idea behind executions is that we view the places 
as shared variables. Each transition reads the markings of the places in its preset, and 
it writes on all adjacent places (possibly the old value again). Thus, all firings of 
transitions that have an adjacent place in common are causally dependent on each 
other. Think of a distributed implementation of a net (see e.g. [4] and [21]) where 
each place and each transition has its own processor. The processors of the transitions 
have to communicate with the processor of the common place; thus, these commun- 
ications are necessarily ordered. 
There are also other ways to implement nets, e.g. processes in the sense of [lo] are 
based on a different idea of net implementation. Although executions are a generaliz- 
ation of processes of safe nets, they should not be confused with processes in the sense 
of [lo]; the name “execution” was chosen in order to avoid any such confusion. 
Executions are one way to describe how a net is executed, the name is not meant to 
indicate that an execution can directly be observed. 
The basic idea of executions also influences the definition of a step. 
Definition 5.1. Let N be a net and, M, a reachable marking. Transitions tl, t2 are 
dependent, tl deptz, if (‘tlut;)n(‘t2ut;)#@. A restricted step (in short, an r-step) 
enabled under M is a subset p of TN such that VtEp M[t) and Vt,, t2E,u tl dep t2 
* tl = t2. The set of restricted step sequences, formed in the usual way, is denoted by 
rSL(N). 
An r-step is indeed a restricted version of a step since every r-step is a step, but not 
vice versa. In the net N of Fig. 1 the steps 2a and a + b are initially enabled. Neither of 
them is an r-step. For safe nets r-steps and steps coincide and, in fact, the above 
definition coincides with the definition of steps of C/E systems given in [3]. Of course, 
firing sequences are just special r-step sequences. In [24] connected steps and connec- 
ted components of steps were introduced, but the connected components of r-steps are 
single transitions; thus, we have no need for these notions here. 
Consider again the net N of Fig. 3 and its firing sequence abed. We want to describe 
this system run by an execution net, where the transitions correspond to transitions of 
N and the places correspond to places and a number of tokens that were on this place 
at some stage. The execution for this example is shown in Fig. 4. We can see that 
II changes the marking of .sl from 1 to 0 and the marking of s3 from 0 to 1, etc. Again 
we see that c is caused by a, while c and d are independent. But this time also a and 
b are related. This occurrence of b, which changes the marking of s4 from 1 to 2, can 
only occur after a, which changes the marking of s4 from 0 to 1. 
Note that we have “zero places”, i.e. places inscribed (0, Si). This is very natural since 
we view a place as a variable shared by the adjacent transitions and this variable can 
have the value 0. Admittedly, this execution looks quite clumsy compared to the 
processes shown in Fig. 3, and this is due to those zero places. But this clumsiness 
appears only in small toy examples. If we have a long system run of a small system, 
then in the worst case the execution has approximately just twice as many places as 
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a process compatible with the same firing sequence. (Let s be a place, t, an adjacent 
transition; then in a process every transition labelled t is adjacent to at least one place 
labelled s, while in an execution every transition labelled t is adjacent to two places 
labelled (n,~), HEN,.) Furthermore, imagine that we change the net N of Fig. 3 by 
adding 1000 tokens on s5 ~ the exe cution changes only a little, but a process would be 
tiring to draw! 
For people used to the process notion these zero places might seem just strange; 
indeed, the executions of safe nets do not coincide with the processes due to these zero 
places. But if we make a C/E system contact-free by adding complementary places, 
then in fact a token on the place complementary to some place s denotes 0 tokens on s. 
Thus, zero places correspond to complementary places. Furthermore, we will show in 
the next section that for the case of the so-called disconnecting-free nets these zero 
places can be omitted and, since safe nets are disconnecting-free, one can get a general- 
ization of processes of safe nets in a strict sense. 
Now we will give an analytical definition of executions, i.e. a definition in the style of 
the process definition given above. Afterwards, we will show how to construct an 
execution compatible with a given firing sequence. 
Definition 5.2. An execution E = (K, I) of a Petri net N consists of an execution net 
K and a mapping I:SKuTK-+(NO x SN)u TN such that 
(i) I(T,)r TN, ~(S,)G NO x SN (let I,, l2 be 1, followed by the projections onto the 
first and second components, respectively, in the latter case); 
(ii) For all JET, l2 restricted to ‘t and l2 restricted to t’ are bijections onto 
I(t)‘u’l(t); 
(iii) I2 restricted to Min(SK) is a bijection onto S,; 
(iv) (Ii. 12, II T,) is a homomorphism K+N. 
As described above, (i) says that transitions of K are related to transitions of N, 
while places of K are related to a marking of a place of N. By (ii) and (iv) a transition 
t of K, which represents an occurrence of /(t), describes how the markings on all the 
places adjacent to I(t) are rewritten by this occurrence of I(t). Finally, (iii) and (iv) 
ensure that the initial marking of K represents for each place of N the number of 
tokens on it under the initial marking of N. We need (iii) to ensure that this is done in 
a unique way: Without (iii) there could be several places in Min(K) which together 
represent one place of N, or some initially unmarked place of N could be without 
representative in Min(K). 
In this context (iv) is the same as: For all TV TK and SE*~ /i(s)> W(I,(s), l(t)) and if 
s’E~* with i2(s’)=12(s), then r,(s)--Ii(s))= lV(l(t),Iz(s’))- W(/,(s),I(t)); for all 
s~Mirr(S~) 1, (s) = MN(IZ(s)). Henceforth, we will view 1 IsK as mapping markings 
to markings although, more precisely, we should use 1i. 1,. Also, we call 1 a homo- 
morphism. 
Definition 5.3. A sequence of transitions w of a net N is compatible with an execution 
E = (K, 1) if w = 1(u) for some transition sequence v of K and v contains all transitions of 
K. Let Lin(E) be the set of sequences of transitions compatible with E. A sequence 5 of 
steps of a net N is compatible with an execution E =(K, l) if 5 = I([) for some step 
sequence [ of K and [ contains all transitions of K. Let Step(E) be the set of sequences 
of steps compatible with E. 
Now we can check that indeed Fig. 4 shows an execution of N, and abed is a firing 
sequence compatible with it. Note that the transition of K corresponding to d takes 
a token that represents two tokens on sq, whereas d takes only one token from sq; 
therefore, the labelling does not give a homomorphism as defined by Winskel. 
Our aim is now to establish a connection between firing and step sequences and 
executions analogous to Theorem 4.8. This will be done in Theorem 5.8, but we have 
to establish this theorem with some lemmas. 
Lemma 5.4. Let E =(K, 1) be an e.uecution qf’some net N. 
(i) Vs,s’ESK Iz(s)=/2(s’) + sF,*s’V s’F;s. 
(ii) For all tl,t,ETK $f(t,)depI(t2), then tlFzt2 or t2Fitl. 
Proof. (i) From s and s’ there are, by Definition 5.2 part (ii), unique paths using the 
edges in reverse direction back to Min(S,) such that all places on these paths are 
mapped to 12(s) by il. By part (iii) they end in the same place. They cannot branch at 
a place since places are unbranched, and they cannot branch at transitions by part (ii). 
Hence, one is a prolongation of the other and s and s’ are comparable. 
(ii) Let s be a place adjacent to /(tI) and /(t,). By Definition 5.2 part (ii) there are 
Sl E.fl, sZ~*tZ with 12(.~1)=22(s2)=s. We have either s1 =s2 and, hence, tl =tZ, or by 
the first part, and without loss of generality, s1 <s,; hence, s1 < tl <s2 c t2. n 
Lemma 5.5. Let E =(K, 1) be an execution qf N, D an S-cut of K and tEStep(E). Then 
(i) l2 restricted to D is a bijection onto S,v; 
(ii) ~(D)EIMN >; 
(iii) r is an r-step sequence qf N. 
Proof. (i) By Lemma 5.4 part (i) I2 is injective on D. Assume that s is missing in 12(D). 
Consider the unique path containing all those places that I2 maps to s. By Definition 
5.2 part (iii) for the first place s,, we have s0 <D; hence, let Si be the maximal place from 
this path with si< D. Since, obviously, there is some r with si~‘t, we have some SjEt’ on 
the path by Definition 5.2 part (ii). Now sic t <S/ED and sj> t >s”ED, and we have 
the contradiction s’ > s”. 
(ii) and (iii) follow from Proposition 4.4 and Theorem 3.4. To conclude that 
r consists of r-steps note that transitions belonging to the same step of a step sequence 
of K are concurrent and apply Lemma 5.4 part (ii). 0 
Lemma 5.6. For each r-step sequence t of a Petri net N there is an execution E such that 
t is compatible with E. 
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Proof. The construction is very similar to the case of processes of C/E systems. If 5 is 
empty, take K as consisting of SN, all places marked 1, and l(s) =(MN(s), s). 
Now suppose we have an r-step sequence pl. ..pL,+ I with MN[pl . . .pn > 
MICA,+I > M2 and (K, 1) is an execution corresponding to P~...,u,,. By Theorem 3.4 
and Proposition 4.4 for D = Max(SK) we have I(D)= MI. Decompose p,,+ 1 into 
transitions tl, . . . , tk. Add to K transitions t;, . . . . t;. For each s~S, with s adjacent to 
some ti, add s’ to SK and arcs of weight 1 from (/21D)-1(~) to ti and from t; to s’. 
Observe that for each ssS, there is at most one such ti; hence, we get an execution net. 
Put l(s’)=(M,(s),s), l(t;)= ti and conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) in Definition 5.2 are 
obvious. For condition (iv) we have to check Definition 3.1, where condition (iii) is 
clear. To check conditions (i) and (ii) we consider each ti. The right-hand side of 
condition (i) gives the numbers of tokens ti needs to be enabled, the left-hand side gives 
the image of the places of D adjacent to ti, i.e. the numbers of tokens under MI for the 
places adjacent to some transition ti. Similarly one checks condition (ii). 0 
Lemma 5.7. For each r-step sequence 5 of a Petri net N there is a unique execution E (up 
to isomorphism) such that SEStep(E). 
Proof. We only have to prove uniqueness. The proof is by induction on the length of 
5. For 5 = 3. the execution net must simply consist of SN by Definition 5.2 part (iii), the 
uniqueness of the corresponding mapping 1 is obvious. 
Let E =(K, 1) be an execution and pl.. .,u ,,+ 1 EStep(E). The r-step p,,+ 1 is the image 
of a co-set of maximal transitions fl, . . . , tk (Proposition 4.4, Definition 5.3) and 1 must 
map these transitions bijectively onto the transitions of p,,+ 1. If we remove tl, . . . , tk 
and their postsets and restrict 1 accordingly, we get the unique execution E’=(K’, 1’) 
with ~~...p,,~Step(E’) by induction. With MO[~I...~n)M1[~,+l)MZ we have 
l(D)= MI for D = Max(SK,). Each ti must be in the postset of just those places s of 
D with Iz(S)E’l(ti)Ul(ti)‘. Each place removed from K is in the postset of exactly one of 
the ti. Hence, we get by Definition 5.2 part (ii) that 12, K and 1 17., are unique up to 
isomorphism. By Definitions 5.2 part (iv) and 3.1 part (ii) we get the uniqueness 
of II. cl 
Now we have for executions the analogue of Theorem 4.8. 
Theorem 5.8. (i) Zf E=(K,l) is an execution of a net N, then Lin(E)cL(N) and 
Step(E)ErSL(N). The slices of K are mapped to reachable markings of N by 1. 
(ii) Zf N is a net, then for each WEL(N) there is a unique execution E of N with 
wELin(E) and for each tErSL(N) there is a unique execution E of N with cEStep(N). 
For each reachable marking M of N there is an execution (K, 1) such that a slice of K is 
mapped to M by 1. 
Proof. (i) Lemma 5.5. 
(ii) Theorem 3.4 and Lemma 5.7. Note that firing sequences are special step 
sequences. Cl 
This theorem says especially that for nets in general executions induce equivalence 
classes of transition and r-step sequences. 
Definition 5.9. Let E =(K, I) be an execution. Restricting cK and I to TK we get 
a labelled partial order, the event structure m(E) of E. 
Corollary 5.10. Let E he on esrcution qf a nef N. Then Lin(E)= Lin(ev(E)) and 
Step(E) = Sfq.l(W(E)). 
In analogy with Corollary 4.11 this is again a corollary to Proposition 4.4 saying 
that from an execution (K,/) we can read off the compatible firing sequences and 
r-step sequences easily not only as images of firing sequences and r-step sequences of 
K. but also by purely order-theoretic considerations. 
6. Generalizing Contact-Freeness 
Before comparing executions with traces and partial words we will discuss the 
problem of zero places mentioned above, i.e. we will give conditions under which 
places of executions that are mapped to 0 can be omitted. This makes the drawing of 
executions easier and really turns them into a generalization of processes of safe nets. 
The problem of zero places is connected to contact-freeness; processes were origin- 
ally defined for contact-free C/E systems: A C/E system is more or less a Petri net 
where places are only allowed to carry at most one token. Contact-free C/E systems 
are more or less safe nets (without the so-called side conditions), i.e. contact is 
a situation where a transition with enough tokens in its preset to be enabled would put 
a second token on a place in its postset. But what is wrong with contact? Take the C/E 
system N of Fig. 5. There is basically only one firing sequence; ab-a may not fire 
a second time since this would give two tokens on s2. It is perfectly well depicted in the 
“process” on the right-hand side. Hence, it is not the contact at s2 that makes things go 
wrong. 
On the other hand, take Fig. 6. In the C/E system N again there is basically one 
firing sequence Hal; its process is depicted in the middle, but this picture does not show 
Fig. 5. 





that a has to occur after b. Its execution is shown on the right. The order of b and a is 
reflected by “the empty place sl” between b and a, but this place is not contained in the 
process. If we really want to generalize the process notion we have to do without 
places that are mapped to 0 by I,; we have to make sure that the order is reflected 
without them. Hence, we define disconnecting-free Petri nets as follows. 
Definition 6.1. A Petri net (S, T, F, W, MN) is disconnectiny-free if for all ti, tzE T, 
ME[M~) we have: If tl dep t2, tl, t2 are concurrently enabled under M and M [tl) M’, 
then there is a place s adjacent to tl and t, with M’(s)#O. 
For example the net of Fig. 6 is not disconnecting-free: choose tl = b, t2 = a. We may 
guarantee disconnecting-freeness in various ways. Every safe net is disconnecting- 
free. (In a safe net dependent transitions are never concurrently enabled under 
a reachable marking.) Especially, execution nets are disconnecting-free. A Petri net is 
disconnecting-free if for each place there is a complementary place (see e.g. [S]). If we 
add for each place si a place s2 with one token on it and put it onto loops with all 
transitions adjacent to si, then the resulting net is disconnecting-free and has the same 
r-step sequences and reachable markings on the old places as the original one. 
Furthermore, we can transform every net into a disconnecting-free net with the same 
step sequences by adding for each place si a place s2 with the same neighbours and arc 
weights as si, but with one more token under the initial marking. We will show in 
Theorem 6.7 that for disconnecting-free nets we may omit all zero places from 
executions without losing information, while for other nets this is not possible for all 
executions. 
Definition 6.2. A zero--ree execution E = (K, I) of a disconnecting-free Petri net N con- 
sists of an execution net K and a mapping 1: S,uT,-+(N x S,)uT, such that 
(i) /(T,)G TN, I(S,)s N x SN (let Ii, l2 be 1, followed by the projections onto the 
first and second component respectively, in the latter case); 
(ii) VtET, l2 maps ‘rut’ to ‘l(t)ul(t)‘; 
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(iii) V’s, s’ES, 12(s)= 12(.s’) * sF,*s’Vs’F,*s; 
(iv) (Ii . 12, 1 ITk) is a homomorphism K + N. 
A sequence w of transitions of N is computible with E, wELin(E) if w is the image of 
a firing sequence of K which contains all of TX. A sequence 4 of steps of N is 
computible with E, [EStep(E), if < is the image of a step sequence of K which contains 
all of Tk. 
Conditions (ii) and (iii) ensure the uniqueness of a zero-free execution compatible 
with a given firing sequence. Condition (ii) is weaker than condition (ii) in Definition 
5.2, while (iii) is partly stronger than condition (iii) in Definition 5.2. A requirement 
like (iii) can also be used in the definition of processes (see [lS]). 
Proposition 6.3. Let K be an execution net; then (K,id) is a zero-free execution of K. 
(Strictly speaking, (K,l) is a zero-free execution of K, where l(t)= t for all teT, and 
l(s)=(l,s) for all s6Sk.) 
In other words “the zero-free execution of an execution is the execution itself”. This 
does not hold for executions in general. If a transition of an execution net is fired, then 
the corresponding execution needs an execution net that has two copies of all places of 
the original execution net that are adjacent to the transition. 
Lemma 6.4. Let E =(K,l) be a zero-free execution of a disconnecting-free net N. If 
tI,t2ETK and l(tI)depl(tz), then tlFzt2 or t2Fgtl. 
Proof. Let s be a common adjacent place of l(tI), l(t2). For i= 1,2 ifsE’l(ti), then ti has 
in its preset a place si with I2(si)=S by Definition 6.2 part (iv); otherwise, l(ti) adds 
some tokens to s and ti has in its postset a place si with 12(si)=s. By Definition 6.2 part 
(iii) we have s,F,*sz or s2Fis,, say s,F,*s,. If si =sZ, we are done. Otherwise, if 
Sl E-t1 3 then s; =(tl) and, therefore, tl Fzs2. If SEEM;, then by transitivity tIF$sZ. 
Now, if s2Et;, then ‘s2=(t,} and, therefore, t, Fit2. If s,~‘t~, then by transitivity 
t,F,*t,. q 
We note in passing that, as for executions, for a zero-free execution (K,l) of 
a disconnecting-free net N the cuts and step sequences of K correspond to reachable 
markings and step sequences of N. 
Proposition 6.5. Let E =(K, 1) be a zero:free execution of a disconnecting-free net N, D 
un S-cut of K and SEStep(E). Then 
(i) lz restricted to D is an injection into SN; 
(4 l(D)$MN); 
(iii) C: is an r-step sequence of N. 
Proof. (i) Obvious by Definition 6.2 part (iii). 
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(ii) and (iii) follow from Proposition 4.4 and Theorem 3.4. To conclude that 
5 consists of r-steps note that transitions belonging to the same step of a step sequence 
of K are concurrent and apply Lemma 6.4. Cl 
Proposition 6.6. Let E =(K, 1) be an execution of a disconnecting-free net N. Define 
(K’, 1’) by setting SK, = S,\ (s I II(s) = 0} and restricting 1 and the other components 
of K accordingly. Then 
(i) the induced order < of K restricted to S,,uTKF is the induced order <’ of K’; 
(ii) E’ = (K’, I’) is a zero-free execution; 
(iii) Step(E) = Step(E’) and Lin(E) = Lin(E’). 
Proof. (i) We have to show that between elements of SK,u TKs there is a directed path 
in K if and only if there is one in K’. Since K’ is a subnet of K, the “if part” is obvious, 
for the “only if part” we only have to consider the case tl < t2 such that there is no 
tE TK with tl <t < t2. Consequently, for any place sE*t2\t; and s’E*tl we have sco s’. 
Thus, we can extend l tlu(*tZ\t;) to a slice D. Put M=l(D), and we have 
MCl(t,))M’Cl(tz)). 
Iffor all sE’t2nt; we have ll(s)=O, then for all s’ES~ adjacent to both l(tI) and l(t2) 
M’(s’)=O, i.e. ‘l(t2)n(‘l(t,)ul(t,)‘)=~, since l(t,) is enabled under M’. Thus, it is also 
enabled under M, and l(tI), l(t,) are even concurrently enabled. This is a contradic- 
tion to disconnecting-freeness; hence, there is some se’t,n t; with lI(s)#O, and 
t14tz. 
(ii) Since N is T-restricted, a transition is not enabled if all its adjacent places are 
empty and neither are all its adjacent places empty after it has fired. Hence K’ is 
T-restricted and, thus, an execution net. Parts (i) and (ii) of Definition 6.2 are obvious, 
and part (iii) follows from parts (i) of this theorem and Lemma 5.4. Since we have 
omitted only places which are mapped to 0 by the homomorphism 1, 1’ is a homo- 
morphism, too. 
(iii) By (i) and Proposition 4.4 K and K’ have the same step sequences. 0 
Theorem 6.7. For each zero-free execution E’=(K’, 1’) of a disconnecting-free net 
N there is a unique execution E =(K, 1) (up to isomorphism) such that 
SK~=SK\{sIll(s)=O},and 1’ and the other components of K’ are the restrictions of 1 and 
the other components of K. 
Proof. Let E’ be given. Consider a place s of N and call any place of K’ which is 
mapped to s by r; an s-place. Let tl, . . . , t, be the transitions of K’ such that l’(ti) is 
adjacent to s. By Lemma 6.4 the ti are totally ordered, say tl <‘t, ... <‘tn. 
The homomorphism properties show that every ti has an s-place in its preset or its 
postset. Furthermore, by part (ii) of Definition 6.2, any s-place is adjacent to only 
some of the ti, and this will also be true in E. 
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If for i < n ti has an s-place Si in its postset and ti+ 1 has an s-place si+ 1 in its postset, 
then these places are ordered by Definition 6.2; hence, siE’ti+l. Together with an 
analogous consideration we get that 
(*I ti has an s-place in its postset if and only if ti+ 1 has one in its preset. 
Furthermore, s1 has an s-place in its preset if and only if there is one in Min(SK,). 
Observe that by parts (ii) and (iii) of Definition 6.2 we have, in fact, that 
~ for all tg T, l2 restricted to ‘t and l2 restricted to t’ are injections into l(t)‘u’l(t); 
- l2 restricted to Min(S,) is an injection into SN. 
The only possibility to find an E as desired is to add s-places which are mapped to 
0 by I,. This way the homomorphism properties are not disturbed, i.e. condition (iv) in 
Definition 6.2 is preserved and gives part (iv) of Definition 5.2, part (i) of which is 
obvious anyway; so, the only thing to check is that we can add some s-places in 
a unique way such that conditions (ii) and (iii) in Definition 5.2 are fulfilled. 
We will iteratively extend the presets and postsets of the ti with s-places. If ti has no 
s-place in its pre-set, we have to add one - this new place cannot be in the postset of 
any ti since that would create cycles. Thus, this place also extends Min(S,,), as desired. 
Now iteratively: If for i < n ti+ 1 has no s-place in its preset, we have to add one. This 
cannot belong to Min(K) since we have an s-place there already and have to fulfil 
condition (iii) in Definition 5.2. Therefore, it has to be put into the postset of ti since all 
tj with smaller index already have an s-place in their postset. This way we also extend 
the postset of ti as desired. (By (*) ti does not have an s-place in its postset in K’). 
Finally, we add an s-place to the postset of t, if necessary. Treating all SES, in the 
same way we can uniquely extend K’ and I’ such that conditions (ii) and (iii) in 
Definition 5.2 are fulfiled and condition (iv) does not get violated. i7 
Now it is easy to see that zero-free executions induce equivalence classes on the 
firing and step sequences of a disconnecting-free net. 
Corollary 6.8. For each r-step sequence < of a disconnecting-free net there is a unique 
(up to isomorphism) zero-free execution E with tEStep(E). For eachfiring sequence w of 
a disconnecting-free net there is a unique (up to isomorphism) zero-free execution E with 
wELin(E). 
Proof. Apply Lemma 5.7, Proposition 6.6 and Theorem 6.7. 0 
The next theorem shows that zero-free executions really generalize processes of safe 
nets. 
Theorem 6.9. Let N be a safe net. The processes of N and the zero-jree executions of 
N coincide in the following sense: If (K,l) .j 1s a zero-free execution and 1’ is defined bql 
l’(t)=l(t)for tET, and l’(s)=lz(s),for SES~, then (K, 1’) is a process. Lf’(K,l’) is a process 
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and 1 is defined by l(t) = l’(t)for TV TK and l(s) =(l, V(s))_/& SES~, then (K, 1) is a zero-free 
execution. 
Proof. Let a process (K, 1’) of N be given and define 1 as above. We have to check 
Definition 6.2: condition (i) is obvious, and condition (ii) follows from Definition 4.5 
part (ii). Concurrent places of K with the same label could be enlarged to a slice, which 
would correspond to a reachable marking of N by Theorem 4.8 where some place 
would carry at least two tokens; a contradiction. Thus, condition (iii) follows. Parts (ii) 
and (iii) of Definition 4.5 translate to condition (iv). Therefore, (K, I) is a zero-free 
execution. 
As mentioned above, safe nets are disconnecting-free since concurrently enabled 
transitions are independent. The converse now follows. Given a zero-free execution E, 
choose a compatible firing sequence w. By Theorem 4.8 there exists a unique process 
71 compatible with w, this process translates to a zero-free execution as above, which 
obviously has the same Lin set; thus, it must be E by Corollary 6.8. Hence, E translates 
to 7c. 0 
Executions and processes coincide in some sense for a larger class of nets. In the 
view taken here transitions which access a common place cannot occur concurrently; 
thus, we work with r-step sequences instead of step sequences. When working with 
step sequences and processes concurrency in nets is viewed differently. But for some 
nets these views coincide.’ 
Definition 6.10. A net N has static concurrency if for all dependent transitions tl, t2 
and reachable markings M tI and t, are not concurrently enabled under M. 
Proposition 6.11. Nets with static concurrency are disconnecting-free. 
Theorem 6.12. Let N be a net with static concurrency. Then for an execution E and 
a process n of N Lin(E)n Lin(n)#g implies eu(E)=eu(n). 
Proof. Let E=(K, l), n=(K’,l’) and tl . . . t,ELin(E)nLin(n). The mappings I and 1’ 
map transitions of K and K’ to the ti establishing bijections from TK and Tk to 
(1, . . , n}. (Since N has static concurrency, these bijections are unique, but this fact is 
not used in this proof.) Thus, we have a bijection from TK to T; and can assume that 
ev(E)=(A, <,l) and eu(n)=(A, <‘,l). 
If a, is a direct predecessor of a2 in eu(n), then a, corresponds to some ti, a2 to some 
tj with i <j and l(aI) = ti and l(a,) = tj access a common place. By Lemma 5.4 part (ii) 
we get a, <a2. 
Now assume that al is a direct predecessor of a2 in eu(E) and, hence, I(a,) dep l(a2). 
We cannot have a, >‘a2 by the above, and we cannot have al co a2 in eu(n) since this 
‘Discussions with Ulla Goltz and Wolfgang Reisig have directed my attention to this class of nets. 
would imply that /(al) and l(a2) are concurrently enabled under some reachable 
marking contradicting the assumption on N. The result follows. q 
As described above, we can transform every net into one with static concurrency 
without changing the r-step sequences: we add for each place s1 a place s2 with one 
token on it and put it onto loops with all transitions adjacent to sl. This can be seen as 
implementing our view that dependent transitions cannot occur concurrently. 
Theorem 6.12 together with Lemma 5.7 implies: If N has static concurrency, z is 
a process and w~lin(x), then et(n) is uniquely determined by w. But note that 7~ is not 
necessarily unique. Suppose we have a net N and two different processes nl, 7t2 
compatible with some WET*. If we transform N into a net with static concurrency as 
described above, then we can also transform nl, n2 into two processes of the new net 
compatible with w by adding some places and arcs. But, of course, w determines 
a unique execution. This shows that the treatment of markings is an essential point for 
justifying the introduction of executions. 
Finally, we show that disconnecting-freeness is also a necessary condition for the 
elimination of zero places. 
Theorem 6.13. Let N be a net which is not disconnecting-free. Then there is an execution 
(K,l)such thatfor K’:=K’\jsII,(s)=O}, th e induced order < ofK restricted to S,,u TK, 
is not the induced order <’ of K’. 
Proof. Let M be a reachable marking - reached via a firing sequence w - such that 
two dependent transitions tl, t2 are concurrently enabled under M, M [tl ) M’[tz), 
and all common adjacent places of tl, tz are marked 0 under M’. Let E =(K, I) be the 
unique execution compatible with wt, t2 and let t;, t; be the transitions of E represent- 
ing the mentioned occurrences of tl, t2. By the construction of E we have t; <t; and 
there is no transition between them. By construction of E and the condition on M’ all 
places between them are omitted in K’; thus, t;, t; are concurrent in K’. 0 
Now that we have seen how easily executions and zero-free executions of discon- 
necting-free nets are translated into each other, we will consider executions only since 
they work for all nets. The results of Sections 8 and 9 carry over to zero-free executions 
in the case of disconnecting-free nets by Proposition 6.6 and Theorem 6.7. 
7. A safe net representation of a PIT system related to executions 
In [9] for each P/T system with finite capacities an elementary net system [22] is 
constructed. It is shown that the case graph of the PITsystem constructed with steps is 
a factorization of the step case graph of the EN system, and the (not achieved) aim was 
also to relate the processes of the two systems. In this section we present in Definition 
7.1 a construction of a safe net for each bounded net N such that the r-step case graphs 
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of the two nets are isomorphic up to a projection of the edge labels (Theorem 7.4) and 
the executions of N are isomorphic to the processes of the safe net up to a projection of 
the transition labels (Theorem 7.5). We denote this safe net representation by SN(N). 
The net SN(N) is not new, it was to my knowledge first introduced in [23]. But the 
relations based on r-steps, executions and processes are noted here for the first time. 
For the rest of the section assume that a net N = (S, T, F, W, MN) and a function 
B : S-+N are given such that each SES is B(s)-bounded in N, i.e. each place s carries at 
most B(s) tokens under any reachable marking. Furthermore, let the places be 
ordered, i.e. S={sl, . . . . s”}. 
The idea is to represent each place SES by B(s) + 1 places numbered from 0 to B(s) 
such that a token on place number i represents i tokens on s. For each transition t we 
have to introduce as many copies as there are markings for the places accessed 
by t (for an example see Fig. 7). To put it another way, we associate to N a Pr/T 
net such that the sort for place s is {0, . . . . B(s)} and e.g. 3 stands for three tokens 
on s (see Fig. 8) and SN(N) is more or less the unfolding of the Pr/T net (see 
[6, Section 2.31). 
Definition 7.1. The safe net representation of N SN(N)=(SNS, SNT, SNF, SN W, SNM) 
is defined by 
SNS={(i,s)/s~,l$ O<i<B(s)}, 
SNT={(t,n,,..., nk)ItET, ‘tut*={si ,)..., Si,}, iI<.*.<&., and for 
j= 1, . . . , k ni,a W(sij, t) and ni,+ W(t,Si,)- W(Si,t )bB(si,)}. 
If’tut’={s; ,,..., ~~~},i,<...<i,,jE{l,..., k},thenfor(t,n, ,..., n,JESNTthereisan 
arc of weight 1 from (ni,, si,) to (t, n,, . . , n,)andanarcofweight lfrom(t,n,,...,r~~)to 
(Qj + w(t, si,) - WC%, 5 t), sij). 
SNM(i,s)= 
1 if MN(s)=i, 
0 otherwise. 
The admissible markings AdM(N) of N are all markings M of N with M(s)<B(s) for 
all ES. The admissible markings AdMSN(N) of SN(N) are all markings M of SN(N) 
such that C?&, M(i,s)= 1 for all SES. 
Lemma 7.2. (i) The function cp:AdMSN(N)+AdM(N) de$ned by cp(M)(s)=i iff 
M(i,s)= 1 is well dejined and a bijection. 
(ii) If MEAdMSN(N) and t=(t’,nI,. .., nk)ESNT, then M[t) if and only i;f 
M(nj,si,)= 1 for j= 1, . . . . k, where sil, . . . . si, are the places accessed by t’ in increasing 
order. If M[t)M’, then M’EAdMSN(N). 
(iii) If t, t’ESNT with pr,(t)depprI(t’) (where pr, is the projection onto the Jirst 
component), then t, t’ are not concurrently enabled under any admissible marking 
ofSN(N). 
(iv) All reachable markings of N belong to AdM(N). 

















Proof. (i) The condition for AdMSN(N) just means that for each SES one of the (i, s) 
carries one token and the others are empty. Thus cp is well defined and the bijectivity is 
obvious. 
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(ii) Obvious from the definition of SN(N). 
(iii) If s is a common place of prl(t) and pr,(t’), then both t and t’ would have to 
take the single token lying on one of the places of the form (i,s). 
(iv) Obvious, since all ES are B(s)-bounded. 0 
Lemma 7.3. (i) Zffor M,M’EAdMSN(N) and a step ,u qf SN(N) M[u)M’, then 
cp(M) [prI(n)) cp(M’) (where pr, is the projection onto thefirst component) and pr1(u) is 
an r-step. 
(ii) If M, M’EAdM(N) and n’ is an r-step with M[n’) M’, then there is a unique step 
u ofSN(N) such that c+-‘(M)[u)q-‘(M’) and prI(u)=u’. 
Proof. (i) By Lemma 7.2(iii) no two transitions of p can have dependent first compon- 
ents; especially, p has to be an r-step and prl (p) is an r-step, too. Thus, it is enough to 
consider a single transition, but q(M) [pr, (t)) cp(M’) is obvious from the definition of 
SN(N); compare also with Lemma 7.2(ii). 
(ii) Lemma 7.2(ii) and the definition of SN(N). Cl 
The r-step case graph of a net N has vertices the reachable markings of N and edges 
(M, u, M’) from M to M’ labelled ,U if P is an r-step with M [u) M’. 
Theorem 7.4. (i) SN (N) is a safe net. 
(ii) The step case graph of SN (N) and the r-step case graph of N are isomorphic up to 
the projection of edge labels to the first component, i.e. the mappings M+(p(M), 
(M,y, M’)+((p(M),pr,(,u),cp(M’)) give a graph isomorphism (of unlabelled graphs). 
(iii) prl(L(SN(N)))=L(N) and prl:(L(SN(N)))-+L(N) is a bijection. 
Proof. (i) Lemma 7.2(ii). 
(ii) Lemma 7.3 and Lemma 7.2(ii) and (iv). 
(iii) Consequence of (ii), since firing sequences are paths in the discussed case 
graphs, those paths with edge labels consisting of single elements. 0 
Remark. In part (ii) of this theorem the graphs are isomorphic as unlabelled graphs, 
but the edge labels are transformed in an orderly fashion, i.e. viewing SN (N) as 
a transition labelled net where a transition t is labelled pr,(t) we can get isomorphic 
edge-labelled graphs. 
The first part of the above theorem tells us that we will have no problem consider- 
ing the processes of SN(N) since we have no “contacts”. The result is also satisfactory 
since we have assumed that the places of N are bounded by B and, thus, N also fulfills 
some safeness property. 
Theorem 7.5. (i) Let (K, 1) be a process of SN (N) and define i-by l(s) := l(s) for all SES, 
and i(t)=pr, 0 l(t) for all tET,. Then (K, r) is an execution of N. 
(ii) For each execution (K,l’) of N there is a unique process (K,l) of SN(N) such 
that i=l’. 
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Proof. By Theorem 7.4 prl : L(SN(N))+L(N) is a bijection. For each process of a safe 
net there is a compatible transition sequence from which the process can be recon- 
structed in a unique way (Section 4) and for each execution there is a compatible 
transition sequence from which the execution can be reconstructed (Section 5). Thus, 
it will suffice to compare the construction of the process rt belonging to some 
weL(SN(N)) and the construction of the execution E belonging to pri (w)eL(N), i.e. 
the proof is by induction on length(w). 
If w = A, then rr consists of places only, one place for each place marked under SNM. 
By definition we, thus, have for each SES just one place which 1 maps to 
(MN(s),s)~SNS; therefore, in E we have a corresponding place which I’ maps to 
(MN(s), s)E~V~ x S. Hence, we can take the same execution net K, 7~ =(K, I), E =(K, 1’) 
and r=l’. Now assume w~EL(SN(N)) and rt for w and E for pr,(w) have been 
constructed as desired. For each s~(‘pr, (t) u pr, (t)‘) t moves a token from some (i, s) to 
some (j, s). Therefore, we add to rc a transition labelled I, and for each such s we 
connect it to a place in Max(SK) labelled (i, s) and to a new place labelled (j, s). The 
same happens with E, only that the new transition is labelled pri(t). Thus, the 
assertion follows. 0 
Theorem 7.5 also shows that one could as well construct a case graph for SN(N) 
based on processes and a case graph for N based on executions and these would be 
isomorphic just as the case graphs in Theorem 7.4. 
Corollary 7.6. The processes of SN(N) and the executions of N give the same event 
structures and the same equivulence classes on transition sequences up to projection onto 
the first component, i.e. 
(i) let WEL(SN(N)); let z be the process of SN(N) compatible with w and E be 
the execution of N compatible with prI(w). Then pr,(Lin(z))=Lin(E) and for 
(TK, <,l)=ev(n) we have prI(ev(7r)):=(TK, <,prlol)=ev(E). 
(ii) {prl (ev(4) I 7c is a process of SN(N)} = {en(E) 1 E is an execution of N j. 
(iii) {prI (Lin(z)) 1 n is a process of SN(N)} = {Lin(E) 1 E is an execution of N}. 
8. Relating executions to traces and partial words 
In this section we show that for executions we have results analogous to Theorems 
4.14,4.18 and 4.22. We will be able to use these theorems in our proofs by means of the 
safe net representation defined in Section 7. 
By defining above what dependent transitions are we have already defined what the 
concurrent alphabet, the relations - and = and the trace language O(N) of a net 
N are. The definitions are just the same as in the case of safe nets. 
Lemma 8.1. Let N be a net, v,weL(SN(N)). Then v-w ifund only ifpr,(v)-pr,(w). 
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Proof. If interchanging independent transitions t and t’ in u yields w, then {t, t’} is 
a step under the corresponding marking. By Lemma 7.2(iii) pri(t) and pr,(t’) can be 
interchanged, too. On the other hand, it is obvious from the construction that with 
prI(t) not dependent on prl(t’) we must have t not dependent on t’. 0 
The following theorem relates the safe net representation of Section 7 and traces of 
nets. As corollaries we can relate executions and traces of general nets, just as 
processes and traces are related in the case of safe nets. We have relations on both, the 
level of equivalence classes of firing sequences and the level of partial orders. 
Theorem 8.2. Let N be a net. 
(i) For u, wEL(SN(N)) we haoe u=w ifund only ifpr,(u)=pr,(w). 
(ii) pr,(O(SN(N)))=O(N). 
Proof. Lemma 8.1 and Theorem 7.4(iii). 0 
Corollary 8.3. Let N be a net, WEL(N) and E be the execution compatible with w. Then 
Lin(E) = [w]. 
Proof. There is a unique VEL(SN(N)) with pr,(u)= w. For the process rr of SN(N) 
compatible with u we have Lin(z)=[u] by Theorem 4.14; thus, 
Lin(E) =prI (Lin(n)) [Corollary 7.61 
= [WI [Theorem 8.2(i)]. 0 
Corollary 8.4. Let N be a net, WEL(N), and E be the execution compatible with w. Then 
eu(E) = eu( [w]). 
Proof. Analogous to the proof of Corollary 8.3. 0 
The definition of a partial word was based upon the notion of a step. To get 
a consistent picture we will introduce restricted partial words based upon r-steps in 
the same way. 
Definition 8.5. Let N be a net. A restricted partial word (in short, an r-partial word) of 
N is a labelled partial order (A, < , I) with 1: A + T such that for all prefixes (A’, <, 1) 
and C=Min(A\A’, < IA\A~,II~\A,) we have 
(i) Vc,c’EC: l(c)=l(c’) 3 c=c’; 
(ii) l(C) is an r-step enabled under M defined by M(s)= MN(s)+CaeA, W,(l(a),s)- 
G(s, l(a)). 
The set of r-partial words of N is denoted by rPL(N). An r-partial word (A, <, I) is 
strony if there is no r-partial word (A, < ‘, 1) with <’ 5 <. The set of strong r-partial 
words of N is denoted by srPL(N). 
Analogously, we give a theorem that relates the safe net representation of Section 
7 and partial and r-partial words. As a corollary we get that executions of nets, in 
general, are related to r-partial words just as processes of safe nets are related to 
partial words. 
Theorem 8.6. For u net N the mappings pr, : PL(SN (N))-+rPL(N), 
(A, <,l)+(A, <,pr, “1) and pr, :sPL(SN(N))+srPL(N ) are bijections. 
Proof. For the first case Theorem 7.3(i) shows that pr, maps PL(SN(N)) into 
rPL(N). Given some p=(A, <, I)E~PL(N) we have that concurrent elements have 
independent labels; thus, any preimages under pr, of their labels are independent in 
SN (N j. Thus, to check that any preimage p’=(A, <, 1’) of p is a partial word for 
SN(N), it is enough to check for any aeA that I’(a) is enabled under the marking 
reached by firing the l’(b) with b<a. Now one can show inductively with Theorem 
7.3(ii) that the labelling 1’ can be uniquely reconstructed. The second case is obvious 
now. 0 
Corollary 8.7. Lrt N be a net. Then .srPL(N)=(ec(E)/ E is an execution of N}. 
Proof. Apply Theorems 8.6 and 4.22, and Corollary 7.6. 0 
9. Executions and conflicts 
In this section we discuss conflicts. The first point is the following. One could say 
that a description of a system run should contain information about conflict resolu- 
tion: this system run is distinguished from others by the information which of the 
possibly several enabled, but conflicting, transitions occurred at each stage. This 
intuitive idea is necessarily vague since we do not have a clear concept of stages of 
system runs for distributed systems. In this paper we have dealt with various ways of 
describing system runs: transition, step and r-step sequences, processes, executions, 
traces, partial and r-partial words. Every such description has a corresponding set of 
transition sequences, and it is this set that we have in mind when we talk of 
information about conflict resolution. We say that we get more information if the set 
is smaller. 
Thus, we get the most information when given a single transition sequence. But in 
our view this amount of information cannot be obtained in distributed systems. 
Concurrency results in having less information about conflict resolution. On the other 
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hand, taking the whole set L(N) or a set of all transition sequences with a prescribed 
Parikh image does not, in general, give any information about conflict resolution; 
these do not single out one run of the system. 
In [2] equivalence classes of transition sequences were constructed by merging 
some sets Lin(z) given by processes 7c and, thus, these equivalence classes give less 
information than processes. In [25] we have argued that these classes might, in fact, 
contain too little information. (In fact, for a large class of examples such an equival- 
ence class contains all firing sequences with the same Parikh image.) In Corollary 9.2, 
which was already obtained in [25], we show that here we have really turned the other 
way: executions contain all the information about conflict resolution that is contained 
in processes, i.e. for an execution E and a process K compatible with the same 
transition sequence we have Lin(E)c Lin(rc). This result follows from the next theorem 
giving another relation between executions and processes.3 
As a second point we will show that with a suitable definition of conflict a net is 
conflict-free if and only if it has only one maximal execution. The corresponding result 
for processes does not hold in general as discussed in [S]. 
Theorem 9.1. Let N be a net, WEL(N), and E =(K, 1) be the execution and z=(K’, I’), 
a process compatible with w. Then there is a homomorphism from K to K’ which maps 
transitions to equally labelled transitions. 
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 6.12 we can obtain a bijection from T, = (tI, . . . , t,,} 
to TK’={t;,..., t;} mapping ti to tf with tl . . . t,EL(K), t; . . . tAEL(K’) and 
l(tI) . . . l(t,)= l’(t;) . . . l’(tL)= w. We will inductively extend this mapping to 
a homomorphism. 
For i=O, . . . . n let Ei be obtained by restricting K and 1 to those places and 
transitions not greater than or equal to any tk, i< k< n; let 71i be obtained by 
restricting K’ and 1’ to those places and transitions not greater than or equal to any t;, 
i<kdn. 
EO and rcO just consist of the initially marked places; for each SES, there is a place 
s’ES~, with label (MN(s), s) and there are MN(s) places in SK& with label s. Mapping s’ 
to these places for each s gives a homomorphism from E, to no. 
For the inductive step suppose we have constructed a homomorphism from Ei _ 1 to 
71i-1 which maps max(SK,_,) to max(SK:_,) such that each place s’ with label (n,s) is 
mapped to n places with label s and each place in max(SK:_,) is in the image of some 
place in max(SK,_,). We obtain Ei, rci by adding ti, ti and their postsets to Ei_ 1, pi_ 1. 
For each S’E’ti with label (n, s) we have WN(s, l(t,))< n by Definition 5.2 part (iv). The 
image of s’ in 7Ci consists of n places, WN(s, l(ti)) of which are in the preset of ti. Thus, 
a marking of Ei enabling ti is mapped to a marking of rri enabling ti and the mapping 
constructed so far fulfils condition (i) in Definition 3.1. The places in the postset and 
the preset of ti are paired, i.e. for each s”Etf with label (m, s) there is a unique S’E’ti with 
3 I thank Eike Best for making me think about this relation 
label (n, s) and vice versa, and it holds that E’,,(l(t,), s)- WN(s, I(ti)) = m - n. Map s” to 
all places in max(SK:) with label s. Of the places in max(SK;_ ,) with label s WN(s, I(ti)) 
are not in max(SK:) but, instead, we have W,(l(ti), s) new ones in the postset of ti. Thus, 
s” is mapped to m places in max(SK;) labelled s. The change of marking effected by ti is 
- 1 token on s’ and + 1 token on s”; this is translated by our mapping to - 1 token on 
n places, + 1 token on m places, which means no effect for n - W,(s, /(to) places, - 1 
token on I+$&, l(ti)) places and + 1 token on m -(n - W$(s, [(ti))) = WN(l(ti), s) places, 
and this is the change of marking effected by ti. Hence, our mapping from Ei to pi also 
fulfils condition (ii) in Definition 3.1. 
With E, = E and 7c, = 71 the result follows. fl 
Corollary 9.2. Let N be a net, WGL(N), E be the execution and 71 a process compatible 
with w. Then Lin(E)c Lin(n). 
Proof. Apply Theorems 9.1 and 3.4. 0 
Very often the maximal processes or executions of a net will be infinite. Since we 
want to avoid infinite processes and executions, let us only remark that they may be 
defined in such a way that they can be identified with the sets of their finite prefixes. 
Hence, to show that there is just one maximal process or execution it will suffice to 
show that any two processes or executions are prefixes of the same process or 
execution. We first derive this result for traces. 
Definition 9.3. A net N is r-corzflict$ee if for all reachable markings M and transitions 
t and t’ enabled under M the set {t, t’) is an r-step enabled under M. 
For safe nets this definition coincides with the usual definition of conflict-freeness. 
Note that one could equivalently require that t dep t’ implies t = t’. 
Lemma 9.4. Let N be an r-conjlict-fjee net, v, WEL(N). Then there are v’, w’gL(N) such 
that v is a prefix of v’, w a prefix of w’ and v’ = w’. 
Proof. Let v = v1 v2, w = v1 w2 such that v1 is the longest common prefix. The proof is 
by induction on the length of v2. For 1 v2 I= 0 we choose v’ := w’ := w. Now let v2 = tv3. 
If t is independent of all transitions of w2, then wtE L(N) and wt -vl tw,. By induction 
we find VI, w’ for v1 tv, and v1 tw, and a W”E w’ such that v1 w2 t is a prefix of w”. Thus, 
C’lE$iI, v is a prefix of v’ and w a prefix of w”. 
Otherwise, assume that w = r1 wj t’w4, t dep t’ and no transition of wj is dependent 
on t. Because of the latter assumption we have v1 w,tEL(N); thus, t and t’ are enabled 
under the same marking. By r-conflict-freeness and the above remark we conclude 
that t = t’. Hence, w = tll w3 tw4 = r1 tw3 w4; by induction we find P’, w’ for v1 tv3 and 
v1 tw,w,, and analogously to the above, we are done. 0 
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Lemma 9.5. Let N be a net such that for any v, WEL(N) we canjind v’, w’EL(N) with 
v a prejix of VI, w a prejix of w’ and II’- w’. Then N is r-conflict-free. 
Proof. Let t # t’ be two transitions enabled under the same marking, i.e. we have 
vt, vt’EL(N) and we can find VI, w’ according to the assumption. This means v’ = vtvl , 
w’ = vt’ w1 and since v’ E w’, v1 must contain a t’, and t’ must be interchangeable with t. 
Hence, not t dep t’. 0 
Theorem 9.6. A net is r-conjlict-free ifand only iffor any two traces 01, 02EO(N) there 
is a e3 such that ev(el) and eu(&) are pre$xes of ev(&). 
Proof. This follows from Lemmas 9.4 and 9.5 since v is a prefix of v’ implies by 
definition that the dependency graph of v is a left-closed induced subgraph of the 
dependency graph of v’. (The meaning of “left-closed” for induced subgraphs of acyclic 
graphs should be clear.) Hence, ev([v]) is a prefix of ev([v’]). Furthermore, V’E w’ 
implies [v’] = [w’]. 0 
This theorem has two corollaries, the first of which is known, while the second is the 
one we wanted to obtain. We give here both to demonstrate the analogy between 
them. 
Corollary 9.7. Let N be a safe net. Then N is r-conjict-free if and only if any two 
processes of N are both prefixes of the same process of N. 
Proof. In view of Theorem 4.18 and the fact that a process 7c of a safe net can uniquely 
be reconstructed from ev(7c) or even some wELin(ev(n)) this is an immediate conse- 
quence of Theorem 9.6 for safe nets. 0 
Corollary 9.8. A net is r-conflict-free if and only if any two executions of N are both 
prefixes of the same execution of N. 
Proof. In view of Corollary 8.4 and the fact that an execution E of a net N can 
uniquely be reconstructed from ev(E) or even some wELin(ev(E)) this is an immediate 
consequence of Theorem 9.6. Cl 
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